
The Modern 
Analytics Cloud 
Consumer-grade analytics for 
your modern data stack



What is the Modern Analytics Cloud?
Data has become the de facto currency on which successful modern businesses are 
built. As innovation accelerates across the cloud data ecosystem, the opportunity 
for companies putting these new capabilities in the hands of business people is 
unprecedented. 

The Modern Analytics Cloud from ThoughtSpot delivers a consumer-grade front end 
to your modern data stack, empowering everyone - your employees, partners, and 
customers - to turn data into meaningful insights. 

Whether you’re using the ThoughtSpot application, embedding insights into SaaS 
apps like Salesforce, productivity apps like Slack, or building entirely new data 
products, the Modern Analytics Cloud turns data into your competitive advantage.
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Visualize
Create truly interactive 
dashboards to drill anywhere

Operationalize
Turn real-time insights into 
business action

Mobile
Take your insights on 
the go

Govern & Secure
Balance self-service with 
enterprise-scale control

Search
Search your cloud data in a whole 
new way

Auto-Analyze
Uncover granular insights hidden 
in dark corners of your data

Why ThoughtSpot?
With ThoughtSpot, everyone can create, consume, and operationalize data-driven insights. 
Our consumer-grade search and AI technology delivers true self-service analytics that anyone 
can use, while our developer-friendly platform ThoughtSpot Everywhere makes it easy to build 
interactive data apps that integrate seamlessly with your existing cloud ecosystem.

Bring data insights directly
into your favorite business apps to 

drive smarter actions

Actionable

Build interactive data apps on 
a developer-friendly platform 

with flexible APIs

Open

Provide true
self-service analytics with

Search & AI

Simple



Build interactive data apps
Easily embed search-driven analytics with a developer friendly platform. 
Replace static dashboards with a modern and intuitive search experience 
that keeps users coming back for more.

Connect to your favorite cloud 
data warehouse in seconds
Live query your cloud data in just a few clicks.



Why everyone loves ThoughtSpot
ThoughtSpot lets anyone ask any questions, find insights, and drill infinitely 
into their company data in seconds.

Business Leader
Get insights at the speed of thought

Stop waiting for custom reports from data experts and instantly 
answer ad-hoc data questions on the fly.

Data Chief
Unleash the value of your cloud data

Maximize the value of your cloud data warehouse and accelerate 
speed-to-insight for everyone across your business.

Analyst
Become the analyst of the future

Empower non-technical people to answer their own data 
questions, while you build a single source of truth with security and 
governance at scale.

Product Leader
Engage more users with search & AI

Get to market fast, and drive adoption by embedding search and 
insight-driven actions into your apps.

Developer
Build interactive data apps

Easily build sticky and engaging analytics experiences using a 
developer-friendly platform.



The most successful companies  
use ThoughtSpot

Consumer-grade analytics for your modern data stack 
thoughtspot.com   (800) 508-7008

Data visionaries in every industry love ThoughtSpot’s search & 
AI-driven analytics.




